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RUNNING HEAD: Helical Alignment Inversion of Microtubules
ABSTRACT

Giant helical (oriented chiral nematic) alignments of microtubules of nanometer to centimeter lengths are known to form over a temperature gradient during anisotropic spiral propagation via tubulin dimer addition in a capillary cell. Such helical alignments may be modified by the addition of either paclitaxel or dimethyl sulfoxide, which induces a lattice (helical) structural change in the microtubule itself. In this study, we found that the lattice structural change of microtubules brings about inversion of microtubule alignments in the helical ordering. Based on microscopy and scattering data, a mechanism for the helical ordering of microtubules is discussed in relation to their lattice (helical) structure.
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INTRODUCTION

Emerging properties of living organisms reveal well-ordered structures of molecules according to their chirality. The well-organized structure of biomolecules has been studied through their collective movement\textsuperscript{1-3} and self-templating assembly\textsuperscript{4} under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. However, the ordered structure of living organisms can be observed under non-equilibrium conditions. Recently, we achieved the formation of centimeter-scale hierarchically regulated alignment of microtubules (MTs) with well-ordered polarity, which resulted from the helical chirality of MTs, by applying non-equilibrium conditions to the MT assembling reaction\textsuperscript{5,6}.

MTs are rigid, hollow, cylindrical proteins with diameters of approximately 25 nm. MTs are produced via polymerization (\textit{i.e.}, self-assembly) of the globular protein heterodimer tubulin, during which anisotropic spiral addition leads to the assembly of a left-handed helix\textsuperscript{7}. To achieve \textit{in vitro} directed propagation of MTs, tubulin solutions have been applied to a confined space over a suitable temperature gradient. Using this experimental setup, well-regulated MT alignments (\textit{i.e.}, an oriented nematic alignment or a giant helical (oriented chiral nematic) alignment) of even-centimeter lengths were achieved by polymerization of tubulins in a long cylindrical/rectangular cell while applying a temperature gradient from a thermostated terminal.
(warm terminal) to another (cold) terminal\textsuperscript{5,6}; the confined space of the cell enabled temperature regulation.

Because regulated MT alignment occurs through the action of the directed dipole and chiral helicity of MTs\textsuperscript{5}, a lattice (helical) structural change of an MT may cause transition of the MT helical alignment. In this study, we analyzed the relationship between the transition of the helical alignment of MTs and changes in the lattice structure of an MT after addition of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or paclitaxel, which affect the lattice structure of MT\textsuperscript{8,14}. Using polarized optical microscopy (POM) and synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), we examined the giant helical alignment of MTs formed in the long capillary cell with either DMSO or paclitaxel over a temperature gradient. Based on the empirical results, we discuss the relationship between the lattice (helical) structure of an MT and the helical alignment of MTs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The nucleation of tubulin dimers to form oligomers, which are constructed from \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) subunits, is primary event in the assembly of MTs. Because nucleation shows low thermodynamic favorability, a high concentration of tubulin above a specific threshold is required to push the equilibrium in the direction of nucleation. After nucleation, thermodynamically favorable extension of an MT (\textit{i.e.}, polymerization) progresses. The two
terminals of the MTs grow at different velocities: rapid growth onto the “plus” end, which is
terminated by a β subunit at the preferential elongation end, and slow growth to the “minus” end,
which is terminated by an α subunit\textsuperscript{7}. In living organisms, the directional spiral assembly of
tubulin dimers onto the plus end is precisely controlled by various binding proteins that also
provide signals for subunit addition\textsuperscript{15,17}. Therefore, an MT constructed under these principles
exhibits inherent polarity along the helical axis, with a plus and minus end. In contrast,
regulation \textit{in vitro} by binding protein is less precise, and the assembly of tubulin dimers
typically produces imperfect helices that are frequently kinked\textsuperscript{18–20}. In addition, MTs exhibit
non-hierarchical alignment with random polarity\textsuperscript{21,22}. Numerous studies have examined diverse
experimental systems to achieve regulated alignment of MTs, typically using
microelectromechanical systems\textsuperscript{23–27}.

As shown in our previous studies\textsuperscript{5,6}, during preparation of centimeter-scale MT alignments,
we constructed a giant helical (oriented chiral nematic) structure under asymmetrical
polymerization conditions by applying a temperature gradient to a long capillary glass cell, as
described in Figure 1. MT alignments can be observed by microscopy and synchrotron X-ray
scattering; previous experiments have revealed the following: 1) nucleation and polymerization
of tubulin dimers into MTs occurs irregularly near the warm terminal where the temperature is
increased and became constant instantaneously; 2) MTs propagate according to the temperature
gradient from an adequately distant position, where directional propagation or addition of tubulin dimers onto the plus ends of MTs is evident; 3) MTs form regulated ordering along the temperature gradient show oriented alignment on the centimeter scale; 4) observation of anisotropic movements of kinesin, a motor protein that moves on MTs from their minus end to their plus end, along MT filaments showed that the plus ends of MTs were preferentially oriented towards the cold terminal; 5) during the final stage, when MTs were in polymerization/depolymerization equilibrium because of the concentration fluctuations, dynamic rearrangement of MTs such as shrinking (depolymerization), and tilting of the orientation axis, causing a structural change from the oriented nematic alignment to giant helical alignment caused by the ordered dipole and helical chirality of MTs.

Because this giant helical alignment results from the helical structure of an MT, the transition of the helical lattice structure of an MT itself may cause a change in the giant helical alignment of MTs. MTs are known to be highly polymeric molecules. In MTs, tubulin dimers bind head-to-tail to form a protofilament (PF). PFs interact laterally to form a cylindrical tube: the MT. MTs with as few as 8 and as many as 19 PFs have been observed \textit{in vivo} and \textit{in vitro}.

It has also been reported that longitudinal interactions between tubulin dimers in an MT are primarily hydrophobic, and lateral interactions between PFs (\textit{i.e.}, tubulin dimers) in an MT are electrostatic because of the polar interactions between amino acids. The longitudinal
hydrophobic interactions, which are entropy-driven, are affected by the structure of tubulin dimers, which changes with the interactions among tubulin, guanosine triphosphate, and paclitaxel\textsuperscript{11}. Lateral electrostatic interactions are influenced by the dielectric constant of the medium; this constant is diminished by the addition of DMSO\textsuperscript{12}. In particular, the binding of paclitaxel to the tubulin dimer stabilizes the interaction between dimers in PFs\textsuperscript{11}. As a result, in the presence of paclitaxel, tubulin dimers form MTs with a smaller number of PFs relative to the native state\textsuperscript{13}. In contrast, addition of DMSO to a tubulin solution makes the native state of the tubulin dimer unfavorable; DMSO enhances the polymerization of tubulin and reduces the surface area per tubulin dimer\textsuperscript{12}. Therefore, in the presence of DMSO, tubulin dimers form MTs with a greater number of PFs relative to the native state\textsuperscript{14}. This means that the lattice (helical) structure of MTs changes with transitions in the packing of tubulins in an MT\textsuperscript{15} after adding DMSO or paclitaxel. The lattice structure of the reconstructed MTs \textit{in vitro} is strongly affected by DMSO and paclitaxel. The helical axis (\textit{i.e.}, the tilt of PFs) of mainly existing MTs in their solution is transformed from the right (an MT with 14 PFs) to the left (an MT with 12 or 15 PFs) relative to the long axis of the MT cylinder after adding DMSO\textsuperscript{14} or paclitaxel\textsuperscript{13} \textit{in vitro} (Figure 1). In this study, MT alignments formed in the long capillary cell with DMSO or paclitaxel were evaluated over a temperature gradient to determine the relationship between the helical alignment of MTs and the lattice (helical) structure of an MT itself.
POM images were obtained under crossed nicols while changing the angle between the cell and the analyzer (Figures S1–S3) in which the chiral polarity of MTs is likely the source of the giant left-handed helical alignment, as demonstrated previously.

As shown in Figure 2a, when the analyzer angle was 0°, the white area was symmetrical in both the left and right halves of the capillary cell, with a dark centerline region after a certain period of evolution. To assess MT alignments, optical retardation was also examined. In the left half of the cell, when the analyzer angle was 0°, counterclockwise tilting of MTs (from the vertical line) was observed because of color subtraction. In contrast, color addition was observed in the right half of the cell; therefore, MTs tilted clockwise from the vertical line. These data agree with the results of previous reports.

The addition of either DMSO (Figure 2b) or paclitaxel (Figure 2c) gave rise to distinct domains according to POM images. These domains were divided by a dark centerline region and were stacked in alternate shifts towards the right and left halves of the cell. DMSO and paclitaxel also caused a change in optical retardation in the MT alignments, particularly in the left half of the cell when the analyzer angle was 0°. Because of color addition, we observed clockwise tilting of MTs from the vertical line. In contrast, color subtraction was observed in the right half of the cell; therefore, MTs tilted counterclockwise from the vertical line in the presence of DMSO or paclitaxel. Thus, addition of either DMSO or paclitaxel causes clear
change in MT alignments. Using a narrow and bright synchrotron X-ray source, we performed SAXS experiments on the capillary cell with a 0.5-mm diameter to analyze the structure of MT alignments in accordance with the experimental settings (Figure 3a).

Figure 3b–3d shows SAXS images from the MT alignments 12.5 mm above the warm terminal of the cell for a specific incubation period (see the figure caption). In all scattering images, the central oval scattering pattern assignable to the MT cylinder outer wall scattering patterns and the anisotropic scattering spots near the equatorial line can be distinguished. As shown in Figure 3b, without DMSO and paclitaxel, MT alignments from the centerline point of the cell yielded anisotropic scattering with the tilt angles close to 0° (−2.5°). In contrast, the tilt angles 0.18 mm to the left and 0.18 mm to the right of the centerline point resulted in the production of mirror images, with tilt angles of −7.5° and +12.5° for angles 0.18 mm to the left and 0.18 mm to the right of the centerline point, respectively. This SAXS profile was also obtained in the V-shaped alignments of MT cylinders formed in a rectangular thin glass cell over a temperature gradient, as reported previously. Thus, MTs that are polymerized in a long cylindrical capillary cell with the temperature gradient also form the V-shaped alignments that result in the ordering of giant helical MTs.

In the presence of DMSO or paclitaxel, the scattering patterns resulting from MT alignments at 0.18 mm to the left and 0.18 mm to the right of the centerline (Figure 3c, 3d) appeared to be
mirrored with anisotropic scattering patterns relative to the MT alignments without DMSO or paclitaxel (Figure 3b). These results indicate the inversion of the V-shaped alignments of MT cylinders in the cell after adding DMSO or paclitaxel. As described above, addition of DMSO or paclitaxel to a tubulin solution causes inversion of the tilt direction of the helical axis of an MT itself relative to the long axis of the MT cylinder\textsuperscript{13,14}. Therefore, the inversion of the tilt direction of the helical axis in “the MT itself” is expected to cause transition of the V-shaped alignments of MT cylinders in the giant helical ordering of MTs. The prospective illustrations of the MT alignments in the capillary cell obtained from Figure 3b-3d were superimposed on the POM images as Figure S4.

The anisotropic scattering from MT alignments with paclitaxel (Figure 3d) was weaker than that from other samples (Figure 3b and 3c). This may have been caused by the relatively mixed and sparsely settled ordering of MTs corresponding to jumbled optical textures according to POM data (Figure 2c). Acceleration of tubulin dimer nucleation\textsuperscript{7} and stabilization of MTs\textsuperscript{8} by paclitaxel enables nucleation and growth of tubulin dimers even at low temperatures, such as on the cold side of the long capillary cell. Therefore, the regulation of MT alignment is disrupted by the addition of paclitaxel.

Based on microscopy results and scattering measurements, a schematic representation of the helical alignments of MTs of centimeter length is shown in Figure 4. Tubulin dimers without

---

\textsuperscript{7} Acceleration of tubulin dimer nucleation
\textsuperscript{8} Stabilization of MTs
either DMSO or paclitaxel form an MT with a left-handed helical structure of tubulins and a right-tilted axis relative to the long axis of the MT cylinder (Figure 4a, right)\textsuperscript{13,14}. As a result, over a temperature gradient in the long capillary cell, the tubulins generated a left-handed giant helical structure of MTs with V-shaped alignments (Figure 4a, left); this process generates the chiral polarity of the tubulin helix structure in accordance with previously demonstrated principled shown previously\textsuperscript{6}.

However, tubulin dimers in the presence of DMSO or paclitaxel form an MT with a left-handed helical structure of tubulins and left-tilted axis relative to the long axis of the MT cylinder (Figure 4b, right)\textsuperscript{13,14}. As a result, over a temperature gradient in the long capillary cell, the tubulins generated a left-handed giant helical structure of MTs with their Λ-shaped alignments (Figure 4b, left).

As shown in Figure 4c, the overall left-handed helical structure of MTs was the same regardless of the presence or absence of DMSO or paclitaxel, as shown in the POM images in Figure S1–S3. As shown in the POM images in Figures 2b and 2c, with the similarity of helical filaments consisting of bent-core liquid crystal molecules\textsuperscript{29}, the Λ-shaped alignments of MTs in the helical structure ensure high integrity of MT alignments in the overall helical structure. Thus, chiral ordering of MTs of centimeter length is transformed by the switching of the lattice structure of an MT of nanometer length.
The results of this study indicate that an adequate confined space, temperature gradient, and specific reagents cause long-range mesoscopic hierarchical ordering of MTs, reflecting the nanoscopic molecular structure of an MT itself, even without regulation by other binding proteins. This is important fact to understand biological systems related to cytoskeletal dynamics, such as emergence and reorganization of long-range MT ordering in plant cells \(^{30,31}\).

In conclusion, we found that the giant helical alignment of MTs was transformed in accordance with the lattice structure of an MT itself. In a long capillary cell and over a temperature gradient, tubulin dimers formed the giant helical alignment of MTs, which is caused by the ordered dipole and helical chirality of tubulins in an MT. The helical alignment of MTs transformed into a more strongly integrated structure in the overall helical structure resulting from changes in the packing of MTs, in accordance with the transition of the lattice (helical) structure of an MT itself. Our results offer new insights into the fine regulation of molecular ordering of cytoskeletal proteins and its relationship with molecular structure. The structural ordering of chiral biomolecule such as MT, rod-like viruses, and DNA has been studied by many researchers \(^{21,22,32-36}\). The presented structural control of chiral MT architecture here also exhibits distinct correspondence between the uniform macroscopic ordering of biomolecules and the microscopic chiral structure in biomolecule itself.
The control of hierarchical ordering of cytoskeletal proteins has been demonstrated by arranging proteins with the help of a molecular motor, both experimentally and theoretically\textsuperscript{1-3}. Because a motor is not involved in the ordering proposed in the present study, our experimental system can describe the role of structure in cytoskeletal protein assembly and ordering. Furthermore, based on our results, the mesoscale hierarchical ordering of molecular assemblies is finely dictated by the nanoscale organization of cytoskeletal dimer proteins.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**Tubulin purification.** Tubulin was purified according to Castoldi et al\textsuperscript{37} from porcine brains using concentrated 1,4-piperazinediethanesulfonate (PIPES) buffer\textsuperscript{37}. The high-concentration PIPES buffer and Brinkley BR buffer 1980 (BRB80) were prepared using the dipotassium salt of PIPES (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), and the pH was adjusted by adding HCl solution. The purity of obtained tubulin was judged to be 98–99% by Coomassie blue staining of proteins that had been separated in overloaded (50 µg per lane) sodium dodecyl sulfate/polyacrylamide electrophoresis minigels.

**Formation of MT alignments in a long capillary cell under a precise temperature gradient.** The procedures were conducted as described previously\textsuperscript{6}. To obtain MT alignments, tubulin dimer solutions were polymerized in a cylindrical capillary cell (0.5-mm diameter ×
30-mm length of the inner space with wall thickness of 0.2 mm; Mito Rika-Glass K.K., Mito, Japan) over a temperature gradient along the cell’s long axis (Figure 1). Approximately 12 µL of a BRB80 buffer solution containing 1.0 mM GTP and 380 µM tubulin dimers with or without 3.0 w/v% DMSO or 1.0 µM paclitaxel was inserted into the cell, in which one terminal was heated by placing it on thin cover glass attached on a thermostated plate set to 37 °C (FP900, Mettler Toledo GmbH, Greifensee, Switzerland).

**POM measurements.** The samples were examined using POM (BX51, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a CCD camera (Olympus). To examine optical retardation, a 530-nm sensitive color plate (U-TP530, Olympus) was set between the sample and the analyzer.

**SAXS.** MT alignment experiments were carried out using the BL45XU SPring-8 beam line (Hyogo, Japan), which was equipped with a double-crystal silicon monochromator. Energy of the X-rays was 14.0 keV; the beam size was 0.034 × 0.032 mm²; wavelength 0.10 nm. Scattering pattern images at the various points on sample were obtained at a frame size of 487 × 195 pixels and 172 × 172 µm² using the PILATUS 100K detector system (Swiss Light Source [SLS]). The q range covered in the SAXS measurement was 0.08–4.00 nm⁻¹, where \( q = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \sin(\theta/2) \) and \( \theta \) was the scattering angle. The photon flux of the X-ray source, exposure time, and specimen-to-detector distance were \( 4.8 \times 10^{10} \) photons/(s·mm²), 3 s, and 2.06 m,
respectively. Denaturation of MTs or MT alignments was never confirmed, even during continuous irradiation of X-ray for 300 s in the SAXS measurements.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. (left) Schematic illustration of the experimental system of MT polymerization in the longwise cylindrical capillary cell over a temperature gradient. (right) Anticipated structure of MTs in the presence of both DMSO and paclitaxel.

Figure 2. POM images and optical retardation of the MT alignments in the long capillary cell over a temperature gradient in the absence of DMSO and paclitaxel (a; after 180 min of incubation), in the presence of 3.0 w/v% DMSO (b; after 180 min of incubation), and in the presence of 1.0 µM paclitaxel (c; after 480 min of incubation). The angle between the cell and the analyzer is illustrated on the right. The arrows A and P represent the analyzer and polarizer directions. The warm terminal of each cell was the bottom side.

Figure 3. (a) Illustration of the experimental setup of SAXS measurement. (b–d) SAXS images from the MT alignments in the long capillary cell with a temperature gradient in the absence of DMSO and paclitaxel (a; after 180 min of incubation), in the presence of 3.0 w/v% DMSO (b; after 180 min of incubation), and in the presence of 1.0 µM paclitaxel (c; after 480 min of incubation). SAXS measurements were performed 12.5 mm above the warm terminal on three observation spots as shown in (a).
Figure 4. Prospective illustration of the giant helical alignment of MTs (a) without DMSO and paclitaxel and (b) with either DMSO or paclitaxel. The detailed structure of MTs in the alignment is described on the right side of each illustration. (c) The pattern diagram of the helical structure in the MT alignments.
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